
 

 

ANSWERS TO CLARIFICATION QUESTIONS 
 

 
Question 1: 
 
Result for first 4 months is the MVP (Minimum viable product) release, is it correct? 
 
Response:  
 
Yes this is correct 
 
Question 2: 
 
Next 6 months is using for UAT, some other fixed, and launch, is it right? 
 
Response:  
 
Yes this is correct 
 
Question 3: 
 
What is the budget for this project? for first 4-month and monthly for next 6-month? 
 
Response:  
 
The tenders will be assessed on technical merits and financial competitiveness, please 
provide a lump sum for the 4 month build and launch and a hourly rate for work past the 
launch. 
 
Question 4: 
 
How many nodes on current website now? How many for each types: Dashboard, Data 
story, Dataset, Group, Resource, Harvest resource, Page? 
 
Response:  
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Below are the nodes for the Pacific Environment Portal - the national data portals each have 
their own set of nodes, though much smaller in volume. Total Nodes: 31594, Data 
Dashboards: 2, Data Story: 13, Datasets: 11679, Groups: 1104, Harvest Sources: 16, Pages: 4, 
Resources: 18594 *Note: datasets, resources and groups harvested from external sources 
will not be included in the data migration. Instead, they will be re-harvested on the 
upgraded system once the harvest migration feature is implemented 
 
Question 5: 
 
How many users in current website now? 
 
Response:  
36 
 
Question 6: 
 
How many roles in this website? Could you list them here? and please also list actions that 
each user role can do. 
 
Response:  
There are 5 user roles - administrator, editor, site manager, content creator and non-
government. You can find out more about them at https://docs.pacific-
data.sprep.org/docs/dataportal/managingusers 
 
 
Question 7: 
 
How much percentage about structure the current website customize from DKAN? (for 
example no customized, a bit customized, quite much customize, or customize on almost 
DKAN features) 
 
Response:  
Most of the customizations have been made on top of the DKAN platform such as the 
themes for each of the data portals. Some features have been turned off as they are not 
required for our use case such as the DKAN workflows. We are also using a custom 
harvester and modified licenses for our datasets 
 
 
Question 8: 
 
Because Radix theme is not ready for Drupal 8, what do we need to do?: 
- Only make sure UI can work well or better than current system about layout (I this this 
selection, just need to confirm) 
- Or we must rebuild all UI features of Radix (build Radix for Drupal 9) 
 
Response:  
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For the MVP we are trying to focus on keeping the workflow for our users the same - if the 
current theme can be ported across easily using another (better supported) base layer, we 
will consider that as well. 
 
Question 9: 
 
This system is still running, so migration tool can work before to load data, however we 
need to have a bit freeze time to load all data before launching new site, is it right? 
 
Response:  
We can work to setup the upgraded systems alongside the existing systems and phase out 
during launch 
 
Question 10: 
 
About data API, what approach we should do (just need to confirm): 
- We must keep all APIs enpoint, params, response is it correct? (I think we should do this 
way, all system calling it won't need to updated. 
- Or wan we redo and provide different api? (Should not do this way) 
 
Response:  
As much as possible, we are looking to retain the functions, parameters and responses of 
the current API. The updated system should integrate with existing network of DKAN and 
CKAN instances. 
 
Question 11: 
 
Do you have any documents of the current system? It would help us to easier to understand 
the system correctly 
 
Response:  
We are currently using the docker4drupal stack https://github.com/wodby/docker4drupal 
as the base layer with the DKAN profile https://github.com/GetDKAN/dkan-drops-
7/releases 
 
 
Question 12: 
 
Is there any dev/stage system that we can take a look? 
 
Response:  
Dev Site: http://dev.inform-regional-data-portal.sprep.wod.by, Username: inform, 
Password: 6bFJrLNK#Rr*Fi@ Please send an email to tavitas@sprep.org for access to the 
backend 
 
Question 13: 
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About design: Will we have a new design or we just need build the layout for new system 
like current version? 
 
Response:  
We will re-use the current layout design and improve where we can. The content 
management workflow will need to remain the same 
 
Question 14: 
 
About new functions: How many new functions we need to build on the new system? When 
should it do, on first 4 months or next 6 months? 
 
Response:  
Features not included in the MVP will be added in the following 6 months on a priority basis. 
 
 


